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NVIDIA virtual GPU (vGPU) technology is enabling organizations to seamlessly shift to remote work. With this shift, video conferencing tools are becoming increasingly prevalent. In this technical brief, you will find the impact of NVIDIA virtual PC (vPC) on video conferencing tools. As video and audio are offloaded to the graphics processing unit (GPU), you will see the difference in the user experience when executing common video conferencing features like web camera activation and screen sharing.
Executive Summary

As more organizations shift to remote work, video conferencing applications have become critical tool for employees to work seamlessly with remote teams. In order to be effective, users must have a great user experience when using video conferencing tools. Video and audio quality are key to productive real-time collaboration. Any delays in video or audio can lead to miscommunication and negatively impact overall productivity.

This technical brief provides an overview of the impact of NVIDIA virtual PC (vPC) on Microsoft Teams compared to CPU only virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI). Tests were executed to determine if vPC offers CPU offload when users are accessing video conferencing tools, similar to the results seen while testing the NVIDIA nVector knowledge worker workflow. As published within the existing NVIDIA vPC Sizing Guide, NVIDIA vPC offers improved server density as well as user experience satisfaction when comparing to a CPU-only virtualized environment. When introducing NVIDIA vGPU technology into the environment, virtual systems will no longer rely solely on the CPU for graphics processing. Therefore, systems without a GPU have higher overall CPU usage due to software application’s inability to execute certain functions on the GPU, offloading CPU.

Overall, our video conferencing test results showed that by having vGPU present within the virtual machine (VM), there was a significant amount of vCPU offload which frees vCPU resources within the VM to run other tasks. The amount of CPU offload is dependent on how well the web conferencing application can take advantage of the GPU as well as network and web camera conditions. The CPU offload within VM’s ultimately results in decreased CPU resource usage on host server due to the nature of virtualization using shared server resources. Therefore, NVIDIA vPC offers improved server density while boosting user experience.
Introduction

The **NVIDIA virtual GPU** (vGPU) solution provides a flexible way to accelerate virtualized workloads – from AI to VDI. The solution includes NVIDIA virtual GPU software and NVIDIA data center GPUs. There are two unique NVIDIA virtual GPU software licenses for virtual desktops and workstations, each priced and designed to address a specific use case:

- **NVIDIA Virtual PC (vPC) and Virtual Applications (vApps)** – accelerates office productivity applications, streaming video, Windows 10, RDSH, multiple and high-resolution monitors, and 2D electric design automation (EDA).

- **NVIDIA RTX Virtual Workstation (vWS)** – accelerates professional design and visualization applications, including Autodesk Revit, Maya, Dassault Systèmes CATIA, Solidworks, Esri ArcGIS Pro, Petrel, and more.

Decoupling the GPU hardware and virtual GPU software options enables customers to benefit from innovative features delivered in the software at a regular cadence, without a dependency on purchasing new GPU hardware. It also provides the flexibility for IT to architect the optimal solution to meet the specific needs of users in their environment.

**NVIDIA Virtual PC**

This technical brief will focus on NVIDIA Virtual PC (vPC). NVIDIA vPC software enables the delivery of graphics-rich virtual desktops accelerated by NVIDIA GPUs. NVIDIA vPC enables GPU sharing across multiple virtual machines, delivering a native-PC experience to knowledge workers while improving user density. Because tasks typically done on the CPU are offloaded to the GPU, the user has a distinguishable better experience than a CPU-only VDI VM. With an NVIDIA vPC enabled VDI environment, the server density is significantly improved too. Overall, NVIDIA vPC delivers great user experience that is nearly equivalent to its native PC counterpart. With lower latency and a higher frame rate than CPU-only VDI, applications are more responsive, providing users with best-in-class user experience.
Testing Methodology

Testing was executed in two phases to determine the impact of NVIDIA vPC. These phases represent different workflows that a typical knowledge worker performs when using video conferencing tools. Table 1 describes the two phases of testing as well as the VM configuration tested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Workflow</th>
<th>vCPU</th>
<th>vGPU Profile</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Web Camera</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A10-2B</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Web Camera</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A (CPU-Only)</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Screenshare</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>A10-2B</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Screenshare</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N/A (CPU-Only)</td>
<td>4 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Phase 1 - Web Camera**
  - Incremental activation of three cameras
  - Incremental deactivation of three cameras

- **Phase 2 - Screenshare**
  - Screen sharing a PowerPoint presentation
  - No web camera activation

There was a total of three users executing tests during all phases of testing. The first test user acted as the video conferencing host, whereas the second and third test users were attendees and accessed video conferencing tools within two virtual machines. One configured with the NVIDIA vPC and the other was a vCPU-only VDI.

Microsoft Teams was the video conferencing tool used during each phase of the test.
Testing was not automated. Instead, test users followed a very well defined script to ensure performance logging was synchronized for both the vCPU-only VM and vPC VM. Testing focused on single VMs and was not executed to scale (i.e. 64 users) since enterprise users typically do not work exclusively with these tools but have multiple software applications active while interacting with video conferencing tools. The testing methodology primarily focused on the value of CPU offload which drives the value of NVIDIA vPC - improved server density and user experience satisfaction.

Test Setup

**GPU Profiler** is a commonly used tool that can quickly capture resource utilization while a workload is being executed on a virtual machine. This tool is typically used during a POC to help size the virtual environment in order to ensure acceptable user performance. GPU Profiler was run on a single VM with various vGPU profiles while the NVIDIA nVector knowledge worker workload was running. The following metrics were captured:

- Framebuffer %
- vCPU %
- RAM %
- Video Encode
- Video Decode

Figure 1 shows a screen capture of the GPU Profiler.

Figure 1. **GPU Profiler Screen Capture**

![GPU Profiler Screen Capture](image.png)
Table 2 summarizes the VM configuration for the NVIDIA vPC VM and the CPU-only VDI.

### Table 2. VM Configuration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VM Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vGPU Profile: A10-2B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vCPU: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vRAM: 4096 MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC: 1 (vmxnet3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harddisk: 40 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Hardware: VMX-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMware Horizon: 8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vGPU Driver: 12.2 (Windows Driver 462.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guest OS: Windows 10 Enterprise 20H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server: Intel Xeon Gold 6154 (2x @ 2.99GHz)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Variables Impacting Performance

Several variables can impact performance as well as the amount of resource usage within the VM’s. These include:

- Network latency
- Web camera model, driver, and quality
- CPU speed
- Monitor setup – quantity and resolution
- Operating System

Additionally, how users configure their software such as the layout of video conferencing tools and the amount of user movement and activity can impact performance.

The most significant factor to consider when optimizing for performance is network latency and web camera quality. If either of these has poor quality, the advantages of increased software performance by the NVIDIA vPC will be less. Therefore, we used two standards to circumvent the impact of these variables:

- We used Logitech 1080p web camera
- We set the screen resolutions to 2560 × 1440 for both test cases

Video conferencing optimization management packs offered by different hypervisors and operating system platforms can also impact the amount of resource offload within the VDI. For instance, in NVIDIA vPC VM the Microsoft Hardware-Accelerated GPU Scheduling feature was enabled for the testing.
Impact of NVIDIA vPC

Overall, Microsoft Teams exhibited a certain level of CPU offload. The amount of CPU offload depends on how well the MS Teams software can take advantage of the GPU.

The user experience suffered on the CPU-only VM due to vCPU bottlenecks when accessing Microsoft Teams conferencing tools. The CPU-only VM [2vCPU] neared 100% utilization, resulting in poor video quality at times, due to pixel loss and stutter. Audio quality was also poor with audio delay and breakage. In order to improve the user experience within the CPU-only VM, the vCPU configuration should be increased (i.e. from 2 to 4vCPU) to more closely match the quality of user experience offered by the NVIDIA vPC VM. With this in mind, the increased amount of server density value prop really shines with the NVIDIA vPC since the vCPU count of two was adequate for the NVIDIA vPC VM. Figure 2 illustrates the CPU resource usage within the CPU only VM vs the NVIDIA vPC VM as well the utilization of the 2 GB GPU memory frame buffer.
The remote frames per second (FPS) were also much higher for the NVIDIA vPC VM, providing a better user experience while using fewer vCPU resources. Figure 3 highlights the difference in FPS between GPU-accelerated VDI and CPU-only VDI.
Figure 3. MS Teams Testing – Screenshare

![Graph showing NVIDIA vPC vs CPU-Only VM performance in MS Teams testing. The graph compares Frames Per Second (Protocol) with higher values indicating better performance. The chart indicates that NVIDIA vPC outperforms CPU-Only VM in this context.]
Conclusion

Remote work is continuing to become more prevalent throughout businesses across many industries. For teams to be productive, video conferencing tools, like Microsoft Teams have become necessary for real-time collaboration and communication. It is not enough for organizations to provide video conferencing tools, they also must ensure a suitable user experience with optimal video and audio quality. Video breakage and audio delays can lead to miscommunication, loss of information, lower productivity, and overall frustration. NVIDIA GPU-accelerated VDI powered with NVIDIA vPC delivers a more consistent user experience when using video collaboration tools.

With CPU offload in mind, NVIDIA vPC offers increased server density since virtualized server resources are shared across multiple virtual desktops. This offload of CPU also frees up vCPU resources within the VM to run other tasks. With a CPU-only VM, more vCPU resources would need to be allocated to match the quality of the user experience offered by an NVIDIA vPC VM, increasing the amount of hardware to purchase, deploy, and manage.

Although optimization packs can improve the user experience with video collaboration tools in VDI, there is added complexity in administering and managing endpoints when using optimization packs. By using GPU-accelerated VDI for video conferencing applications, NVIDIA vPC, not only is the user experience improved, but the added benefit of centralized data and applications simplifies IT administration and management, saving time, costs, and IT resources.
Resources Links

NVIDIA Resources:
NVIDIA vPC Sizing Guide
Quantifying the Impact of NVIDIA Virtual GPUs
NVIDIA vPC Solution Overview
NVIDIA vPC webpage

Other Resources:
Try NVIDIA vGPU for free
NVIDIA vGPU 90 day evaluation
NVIDIA Virtual GPU Software Documentation
NVIDIA vGPU Certified Servers
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